Keep all your data current – with SYNCING.NET
Today most people use several computers
parallel. At least a private computer is at home
and another in the office. And a laptop for onthe-go. The problem is that the data saved on
all of the computers varies, creating data
islands.
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It’s even worse if you regularly exchange documents, coordinate schedules or, for example,
want to maintain a collective list of customers
together with a team of colleagues; no one
has the current data on hand when needed,
different versions of documents lead to data chaos, job coordination is extremely time-consuming and
strenuous. That’s how you waste valuable time and money with unproductive tasks!
The solution is actually quite simple. With SYNCING.NET, your most important company data are
automatically exchanged between computers. You and your colleagues are always informed and up to
date with the current data. You can now save yourself the effort and high costs of complex servers.

It’s that easy
After downloading SYNCING.NET, you create a work group with just a few clicks. In one of these work
groups, you designate which folders (any Outlook1 or data folder2) you would like to share with a
group of people (colleagues, clients, friends, family).
1. Download from
www.syncing.net

1
2

2. Create workgroups
(Outlook, file folders)

3. Invite PCs and
other people

Outlook synchronization is available between Windows computers only.
File synchronization is available between Windows and Mac OS computers.

The work group folders are redundantly saved on every participating computer. SYNCING.NET ensures
that the folders (e.g. documents, calendars, contact lists, inbox, tasks, etc.) are synchronized between all
computers automatically. New or changed files, appointments, contacts, e-mails, notes etc., are
transferred, deleted data are removed. This takes place securely and with the highest level of
encryption via the internet. Your data remains safe on your own computers. Thus you and your
colleagues have constant access to your data even when you’re offline.
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Applications
SYNCING.NET is the networking solution for self-employed people, freelancers, small companies and
teams. Whether in the office, at home or on-the-go – no matter where you are, with SYNCING.NET you
always have your data with you. Whether you only want to synchronize your desktop computer with a
laptop, set up a team infrastructure with your colleagues in the office or network diverse locations, with
SYNCING.NET you can solve your data chaos and rest assured that your team is always up to date.
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Outlook and files on all computers are available at every location (at home, in the office and
on-the-go) all the time, even offline
all employees are continually kept up to date
for complete Outlook data, Office documents, photos, videos, music, etc.
users are always in control of their data (saving only on their own computers, not on external
servers)
self-explanatory setup for work groups with just 5 clicks
familiar interfaces (Outlook, Windows Explorer)
fully automatic synchronization of changes to data
flexible work groups with colleagues, clients, partners and friends
secure data transfer via internet or within your own network
no IT know-how or training necessary
no expensive servers, no running maintenance costs
no additional costs for hardware, software or training courses
without the complicated setup of routers, VPNs, proxies or firewalls

Test SYNCING.NET 14 days FREE!
Download at www.syncing.net
Prices* (2 computers license pack):
SYNCING.NET Personal: 49.99€ / year
SYNCING.NET Business: 79.99€ / year
* 1-year subscription licenses; every computer needs one license
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10 Reasons to try SYNCING.NET
SYNCING.NET is an information exchange middleware enriching Windows / Mac OS and Outlook to an
easy-to- use collaboration platform. Use your familiar applications and data for working on a broad
range of project activities, from simple document sharing to real team collaboration with Outlook. Here
are the top 10 ways SYNCING.NET can help you and your team work together dynamically and
effectively regardless of location or network connection.
Bring the team and information together in one place.
Teams often lack context when working on a project because not everyone is in the same place and
connected to the same information and systems. SYNCING.NET adds context by putting all people,
tools, and data in one place. Shared Windows/Mac and Outlook folders are accessible to all team
members right from their computers.
Collaborate with colleagues, partners, and customers — with one product.
No more switching tools when you need to work with people outside your organization. With
SYNCING.NET, it's as easy to invite a customer or partner to a shared folder or Outlook Group as it is a
co-worker.
Stay productive anywhere, online or offline.
SYNCING.NET stores all your data right on your computers — there's no need to connect to the
corporate network to access or update information. You stay productive whether you're working in the
office, at a customer site, on-the-go, or from home.
Stay in sync, automatically and efficiently.
SYNCING.NET automatically sends the changes you make in a shared Sync Folder or Outlook Group to
your team members' computers. And your team members' changes are sent to you while connected to
the Internet. No more attaching, detaching, uploading, or downloading.
See what’s changing in your shared Sync Folders and Outlook Groups.
With built-in unread marks, you know who's working on what, when, without having to ask. You and
your team spend less time coordinating and more time working.
Collaborate on files with protection conflict and data loss.
You can easily check out documents from a shared Windows/Mac folder, collaborate on them, and
push them back when you're done Conflict changes on files that are not checked out don’t get lost
— but saved in separate versions. Also conflict Outlook changes are displayed and solvable.
Keep your networks as flexible as your teams.
Customize networks with Outlook and Windows/Mac folders for the team's unique needs. You can
easily add or remove people, PCs, Windows folders and Outlook folders to/from your Sync Folders and
Outlook Groups and engage your team participants at just the right time, wherever they are.
Work with international teams around the globe.
With SYNCING.NET, your global team members can now experience the power of instant collaboration
without high IT investments — just use your familiar Outlook and Windows/Mac folders.
Save time for your business — don’t waste it setting up your team’s infrastructure.
Connect your team and your PCs in only 5 clicks! SYNCING.NET is the easiest do-it-yourself solution
available to set up a collaboration network for all your data, colleagues, friends and partners.
Save your IT budget — no need for high network investments for exchange servers.
Choose a solution that fits your needs, and your budget. Don’t waste money on oversized server
systems, IT administrators, maintenance, support hours and application training.
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Feature

Description

Synchronization of files and
Outlook data

With SYNCING.NET you can synchronize all Outlook data and files (pictures, documents, videos,
music) on several computers. All members of a Sync Folder or Outlook Group can access your
data.
Don’t waste your money on an additional server which causes high costs and technical support

No server needed

efforts. SYNCING.NET can be integrated easily into your existing application world, can be used
intuitively and saves money.
Secure data transfer

Using SYNCING.NET, all data will be saved and transferred via 256-bit AES encryption.

Usability

With just 5 clicks and no further IT-knowledge you can manage shared Windows/Mac and
Outlook Folders.

Local data storage

Avoid time-consuming downloads of files only to use them for changing purposes. All your data
will be saved on your local computer. Changes will be automatically synchronized as soon as you
are online.

Full offline functionality

Use your files and Outlook data and proceed as usual even though you are not online. As soon
as you are online SYNCING.NET automatically synchronizes all your file changes and Outlook
data with all members of a Sync Folder or Outlook Group.

Synchronizing files and
documents

Any file saved in Outlook (e.g. images, documents, etc.) is also synchronized and available to all
Outlook Group participants.

One account, several computers

You can install SYNCING.NET on all of your computers and operate under the same account.
You have access to your data in your Sync Folders or Outlook Groups at any time.

Exchange data

You can invite up to 10 additional members or computers to join your Sync Folders or Outlook
Groups in order to synchronize files and Outlook data.

Fast data transfer

SYNCING.NET only transfers data between computers which have been changed. Based on that,
a minimal synchronization time will be achieved and volume of the data transfer will be reduced
by 80%.

Integration into used applications

SYNCING.NET can be fully integrated without any problems into your existing Outlook
framework as well as your Windows Explorer. None of your individual settings or displays will be
changed and you do not have to handle new menus or applications.

Conflict detection

If two or more members of a Sync Folder or Outlook Group are working with the same file or
Outlook element, a conflict can occur. SYNCING.NET automatically identifies such conflicts and
enables the user to resolve the conflict.

Synchronize links

All links which have been set up between Outlook elements are registered by SYNCING.NET and
rebuilt after synchronization automatically.

Number of users

Using SYNCING.NET, you can set up individual file Sync Folders or Outlook Groups to which up
to 25 computers have access.

Supported Outlook versions

SYNCING.NET supports all Outlook versions higher 2000.

To move and/or rename Outlook
folders

Besides all standard folders you can move and rename all of your individual Outlook folders.
SYNCING.NET automatically identifies the changes.

No need to configure
synchronization via Internet

There is no need to configure e.g. routers (NAT), proxy servers, firewalls, LAN/WAN and you do
not need a VPN.

Redundant and deleted objects

Deleted elements, for safety reasons, will be moved into the folder “deleted items” (a delete will
not be replicated) on each PC.

Realtime display of changes

If you open e.g. your Outlook calendar, all changes will be updated automatically on the display
of each PC.

License logic

Protection from unauthorized usage (online activation logic, differentiation between various
editions).

User administration

The user administration is indicated if parallel Sync Folders or Outlook Groups are initiated and
different Outlook data as well as files per user are being placed.
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